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Listeners form impressions about a speaker’s social persona both from what they say and how               
they say it [7,8]. How and when do we do this? Sociolinguistic work has long shown that the                  
social meanings associated with specific phonetic variants (‘cues’) contribute to listeners’           
perceptions of speaker persona in offline judgments: for example, speakers may sound more             
‘casual’ and ‘unprofessional’ when they use -in’ rather than -ing (e.g., talkin’ vs. talking) [4,9]; or                
more ‘excitable’ or ‘like a Valley Girl’ when they use High Rising Terminals (HRT, aka ‘uptalk’)                
rather than declarative prosody [13]. But the effects of these cues are not fixed or absolute; -in’                 
might indicate an ‘unprofessional’ persona in some voices but not others, for example [3,10].              
This suggests that sociophonetic cues compete with other information in the speech signal;             
listeners must integrate the meaning contribution of sociophonetic cues with all the other social              
impressions that arise when hearing someone talk. As yet, little is known about how or when                
this happens: while most psycholinguistic work investigating the online processing of linguistic            
cues has focused on listeners’ inferences about upcoming linguistic material (e.g., [1,6,11]),            
very little attention has been paid to listeners’ unfolding inferences about the speaker (though              
see e.g., [2,7,14]). We conducted two eye-tracking studies to investigate listeners’ online and             
offline uptake of two sociophonetic cues: in’ (Exp.1) and HRT (Exp.2).  
Design: In a 2AFC visual world paradigm, participants heard a stimulus and selected the              
speaker they thought produced it. The two speakers were representations of different personas:             
a Tough and a Valley Girl (Fig.1). We measured participants’ persona selections and eye              
movements. On critical trials, participants in Exp.1 (N=160) heard -in’ and -ing cues; those in               
Exp.2 (N=152), HRT and declaratives. Participants heard stimuli produced by four different            
voices in each experiment. Experiments were conducted online on Prolific, using Webgazer.js            
[10] to capture gaze data. Predictions: The Tough and Valley Girl images were normed to               
ensure they captured similar meanings to those reported for -in’ (e.g. ‘chill, unprofessional’) vs.              
HRT (e.g., ‘excited, feminine’). We therefore expected listeners to look towards, and select,             
Toughs more often after hearing -in’ (vs. -ing) in Exp.1, and less after hearing HRT (vs.                
declaratives) in Exp.2. Results: Both cues modulated participants' offline judgements of           
speaker persona in the predicted directions, regardless of how Tough or Valley Girl the four               
different voices sounded overall (Fig.3 and 5). They also modulated online behavior: from the              
800-900ms window after cue onset onwards, participants were more likely to look at the Tough               
image if they had heard -in’ rather than -ing. In Exp.2, participants were significantly less likely                
to look at the Tough image after hearing HRT rather than a declarative, from the 1000-1100ms                
window onwards. Overall Tough/Valley bias for each voice was also reflected in looking             
patterns: e.g., in Exp.1, participants initially looked more to the Valley Girl persona when              
listening to Voice 4, but the presence of the -in’ cue biased them towards the Tough                
interpretation (Fig. 4). Discussion: Our results suggest that participants processed both cues            
probabilistically by weighing the meaning contributions of each against their existing           
expectations about the speaker. Online cue uptake was observed much later than the 200ms              
typically allocated to executing signal-driven eye movements [1]. Given the sparsity of existing             
work, we can only speculate on the reasons: it is possible that listeners simply take longer to                 
process phonetic cues’ social meanings than their purely referential ones. Alternatively, these            
cues may be weak or less reliable cues to social identity; stronger/more reliable cues may result                
in faster online integration. Despite the delayed online effects, our results qualitatively (Figs.3-6)             
point to HRT having stronger biasing effects on interpretation than -in’, indicating that these              
cues vary with respect to their relative social informativity. These considerations raise exciting             
questions regarding the role of cue strength, reliability, and timing in the online integration of               
social and denotational information. We consider the current findings a promising starting point             
for future empirical work examining the online processing of sociophonetic cues. 
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